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Login As  Lecturer
YOUR CLASS :
Home Class ENTR6509 - Entrepreneurship: Ideation
Entrepreneurship: Ideation
Entrepreneurship Ideation is study of identifying innovative business ideas. The Students would have to do the market research in
term of determining the innovative business idea and present the business. This course is a prerequisite course for the




Teaching and Learning Strategies
Textbook
LO1 demonstrate teamwork skills such as collaboration, division of tasks in multidisciplinary team to facilitate high performance team
LO2 Identify social and economic problems occur as opportunities







ALEXANDER OSTERWALDER. (2010). Business Model Generation : A Handbook for Visionaries, Game Changers, and Challengers.
-. John Willey. -. ISBN: 9780470876411.
ALEXANDER OSTERWALDER. (2010). Business Model Generation : A Handbook for Visionaries, Game Changers, and Challengers.
1. John Willey. New Jersey. ISBN: 9780470876411.
L401-LEC
No Class Schedule
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NO NIM STUDENT NAME TOTAL SESSION MAX ABSENCE SESSION DONE TOTAL ABSENCE
1 2301855066 STEVEN 13 3 13 2
2 2301855431 KENDRICKO ADRIO 13 3 13 0
3 2301873333 ENDREAS ROLLING 13 3 13 0
4 2301897415 LUZIA AMIRA 13 3 13 1
5 2301905676 IGNATIUS JNANA MIKHA-EL TOHPATI 13 3 13 4
6 2301908614 NADYA PUTRI ANANDA 13 3 13 1
7 2301911060 KENZIE ANDRYLIE 13 3 13 0
8 2301915853 REYNALDI ISHAKA 13 3 13 0
9 2301926296 ISMA AHNAF SURYABRATA 13 3 13 0
10 2301939544 NOWEL NIKOLAS 13 3 13 3
11 2301948220 KUNTORO GUNAWAN 13 3 13 0
12 2301949085 DIO RAHMANDIKA 13 3 13 1
13 2301951461 BERLIANA INDAH PRAMESTI 13 3 13 1
14 2301955781 FIRZY AZIZ NURANSYAH 13 3 13 3
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MARK SUMMARY
2019, Even Semester
Course id : ENTR6509 - Entrepreneurship: Ideation
Class : L401
Lecturer : D4993 - Gatot Hendra Prakoso, S.Pt., M.Sc.
No Nim Name ASSIGNMENT (30%) Theory: FINAL
EXAM (70%)
Final Grade
ASG - Theory: 1
(50.00%)
ASG - Theory: 2
(50.00%)
AVG
1 2301855066 STEVEN 75 84 80 82 82 B+
2 2301855431 KENDRICKO ADRIO 85 85 85 87 87 A-
3 2301873333 ENDREAS ROLLING 85 85 85 87 87 A-
4 2301897415 LUZIA AMIRA 80 84 82 85 85 A-
5 2301905676 IGNATIUS JNANA MIKHA-EL
TOHPATI
85 84 85 87 87 A-
6 2301908614 NADYA PUTRI ANANDA 80 87 84 86 86 A-
7 2301911060 KENZIE ANDRYLIE 80 84 82 85 85 A-
8 2301915853 REYNALDI ISHAKA 80 84 82 85 85 A-
9 2301926296 ISMA AHNAF SURYABRATA 80 87 84 86 86 A-
10 2301939544 NOWEL NIKOLAS 75 84 80 82 82 B+
11 2301948220 KUNTORO GUNAWAN 80 87 84 86 86 A-
12 2301949085 DIO RAHMANDIKA 80 87 84 86 86 A-
13 2301951461 BERLIANA INDAH PRAMESTI 85 85 85 90 89 A-
14 2301955781 FIRZY AZIZ NURANSYAH 75 84 80 82 82 B+
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